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This STSM is a part of an investigation into the atomic structure of functionalised carbon
nanomaterials, designed to improve the understanding and knowledge of the atomic structure of the
chosen samples. As well as to identify the location of the functional elements added to the carbon
nanomaterials. These experiments were conducted using Haydale’s graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs)
which have been plasma functionalised with Oxygen (GNP-O2), Fluorocarbon (GNP-F), Ammonia
(GNP-NH3) and Acid Vapour (carboxylic acid) (GNP-COOH). Since there are currently no
publications available on the analysis of the atomic structure of functionalised GNPs, this research
will provide better understanding of these materials through the images and measurements produced
during this STSM, providing the basis of a publishable paper.

The microscopy and spectroscopy measurements were conducted using the Scanning Transmission
Electron Microscope (STEM), JEM-ARM200F Atomic Resolution Analytical Microscope. The
microscope was used at its lowest setting of 80kv in order to prevent harming the samples. The
samples were all placed into the TEM on the same holder (capable of ± 20° tilt) in order to reduce set
up time. These samples were prepared as a solution (by mixing the powder with ethanol) which the
grids were coated in by emersion and left to dry in a vacuum once placed in the holder.

The STEM was used in both standard Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) mode and Scanning
mode to produce a full set of images of the atomic structure of the samples, as well as produce Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) images to display the lattice fringes of the section of the sample being
analysed. Additionally, Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) graphs were produced to provide
information on the number of carbon layers present in each sample, as well as the elements present
and the quantity of them present.

The results showed that all of the samples analysed consisted of multi-layered carbon structures. Both
the EELS and FFT images indicated that the edges of the samples analysed contained two to three
layers. However, the centre of the nanoplatelets appeared to contain far more layers, indicated by the
darker regions in the TEM images. However, the exact number of layers could not be measured, since
these regions were too thick to be measured by the STEM. All of the samples also showed indications
of warping at the edges of the layers, with kikuchi lines demonstrating the presence of carbon
nanotube (CNT) like structures where the graphene sheets had rolled up at these edges.



The STEM images produced displayed that the functional groups of all of the samples were located at
the edges of the graphene nanoplatelets. However, the EELS graphs produced for these samples failed
to show the presence of most of the functional groups, except for oxygen in the sample containing
COOH. When these results were compared to simulated EELS graphs produced for the elements
which were expected to be present in the samples, it was deduced that less than 5% of the functional
elements were present in each sample (apart from COOH). This can be estimated since that is the
value at which the peaks can no longer be distinguished from the noise on the graphs. However, this
could also be due to only small selections of the sample being analysed. It was also shown in the
EELS graphs produced for COOH that the functional element was not evenly distributed and only
visible in certain areas.

A tour of the facilities was also provided by the host institute, particularly in the laboratories most
relevant to Printing and Coating. These consisted of the Analytical laboratories containing a range of
spectroscopy equipment used for conducting research into a range of inks and other samples. As well
as the chemical laboratories, where state of the art research on thermochromic materials including
powders capable of reversibly transforming from a coloured solid into a transparent Newtonian liquid
were shown. By viewing the ongoing research conducted at this institute, a better understanding of the
work conducted here and the facilities available here was provided. This will enable ideas for possible
future collaborations and trips between our institutions.
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